Usage

Colours

Meadow Stone Can be used to build near
vertical retaining walls up to a height of
800mm. These can be either straight or
curved. Corners can be sweeping, round
or right angled for stylised gardens and
courtyards

Blue Mountain (BMS12NBM)
Bondi Sands (BMS12NBS)

Meadow Stone Can be used to build near
vertical retaining walls up to a height of
800mm. These can be either straight or
curved. Corners can be sweeping, round
or right angled for stylised gardens and
courtyards

Blue Mountain (BMS40NBM)
Bondi Sands (BMS40NBS)

Top off your Meadow Stone retaining wall
with matching capping stones. Not only
will this give the retaining wall a finished
look but provide a comfy seat in your
garden

Blue Mountain (BMC60NBM)
Bondi Sands (BMC60NBS)

Meadow Stone
Prices are x-yard. Add $24.20/ton due to new freight charges to our yard.
Product

Prices Valid From 01/10/2012

Average No.
Per Pallet

Weight

Ex Works Price
Each Inc GST

60 Pairs

15kg - 69 per tonne
9kg - 118 Per tonne
16.6 pairs per LM
$185.42 per M3

11.17 ea

60 Fulls

20kg - 48 per tonne
16.6 pairs per LM
$185.42 per M3

$11.17 ea

168

6kg - 147 per tonne 3.8
per LM
$22.57
per LM

$5.95 ea

Meadow Stone™ differs from other segmental wall systems in that it comes in three different facing widths together with
matching caps suitable to sit on. These small, medium and large width blocks are laid either in a repeating three pattern or
at random, to break up the formal look typically associated with this kind of product. A Square metre of Meadow Stone wall
consists of 8.3 Pairs of the 150mm and 250mm blocks and 8.3 of the 400mm blocks. Capping stones can be added and
require 3.8 per linear metre.
NOTE: All weights are approximate

